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DOE’s Jimmy Glotfelty going to ICF in Houston
Becomes VP for market

policy doing market,
transmission issues

Expect Jimmy Glotfelty, who led the
Canada-US Task Force on the blackout, to
make waves in Houston’s power markets.

At DOE he is director of the Office of
Electric Transmission & Distribution and
earlier was senior policy advisor to
Secretary Spencer Abraham and manages a
$100 million R&D portfolio.

At ICF he becomes a specialist in
electric restructuring and market issues
along with reliability and transmission

issues.
He’ll be doing some homeland security

work on critical infrastructure.
ICF does lots of modeling and analysis

on transmission constraints plus asset
valuations, Glotfelty said.

Add strategic planning plus the
question of how to move to a more
reliable system.

The pending energy bill would set up a
way those troubled by constraints around
the country could apply to DOE where the
states are not addressing the problem.

DOE could designate the constraints
as national problems and FERC could have
citing authority, he explained.

It all started with the National
Transmission Grid Study that identified

regional constraints but not specific areas
such as southwest Connecticut.

The first study didn’t show intra-
control area congestion.

His email becomes (after Aug 23)
Jglotfelty@icfconsulting.com.

One of his assignments at DOE has
been to work towards competitive
wholesale electric market benefits get to
consumers.

He had come to DOE from Calpine where
he was in charge of government and
regulatory affairs for Calpine’s central region.

In those days he actively pursued
restructured markets and new wholesale
and retail markets for new power
generation companies in Texas, Louisiana,
Alabama and Mexico.

Central Hudson agrees to buy marketers’ receivables
New gas and electric retail access tariffs
filed by Central Hudson Gas & Electric
(CH Energy) promise to make the IOU one
of the best shopping markets in the state,
setting a new precedent by buying
marketers’ receivables for gas and power.

Consolidated Edison set the precedent
in buying gas receivables.

NEMA President Craig Goodman hopes
and expects the New York PSC to use the
practice as the standard throughout the
state.

“If the commission and staff stay firm
in their commitment to these principles
statewide, up to 1 million new customers
could become economic that were not so
without this rule change,” Goodman told
RT, and it’s to happen without any changes
in Central Hudson’s tariffs and “without
any additional cost to the utility system or
consumers.

“High-impact, low-cost rules changes
such as these are important first steps in
the transition to a fully competitive state
model.”

Central Hudson agreed to buy
marketers’ accounts receivable — without
recourse — for 99.1% of their value,
writing off only 0.65% for bad debt and
0.25% to cover other costs and expenses.

Marketers are to get their payments
twice a month — the next business days
after utility bills go out on the fifth and 15th
— about two weeks sooner than typical
30-day terms and beginning in November.

The amount of the write off is to be
re-computed every year.

Central Hudson is to eliminate four
items that appeared on shopping customer
bills — peaking service, storage service,
storage space and capacity release
surcharges — and bill those directly to
marketers.

Details of timing and method of
providing the information to the marketers
and educating consumers on the change
need to be worked out by the Nov 1
effective date.

Another change going into effect in
November is the ramp-up of gas

marketers’ obligation to take on pipeline
capacity releases from the utility from the
existing five-month requirement to a full
12-month requirement by November 2006.

The tariff changes came out of a retail
access collaborative that met five times in
June and this month.

The stakeholders agreed to continue
discussions on providing more detail and
adjusting gas billing determinants for annual
cash outs; establishing a retail marketing
program similar to Orange & Rockland’s
successful two-month shopping trials at
guaranteed savings; default gas service
rates, and other issues.

CAEM looks with nostalgia
at what Ronald Reagan did

To a generation of policy makers that
waited in long lines in 1979 to gas up the
car at government-controlled prices, the
idea of competitive energy markets was
the height of heresy.

The governing principle in the 1970s
and before was that the essentials of life
— natural gas, power, telephone — were
“too important to be left to the
marketplace,” consultant and industry
veteran Vinod Dar told celebrants at
CAEM’s fifth anniversary bash
Wednesday.

Old-style energy markets were based
on entitlements — a “vast system of

coupons and rationing” meant to rein in
“stupid consumers” and “evil producers”
and imprison the middlemen, he said.

The vast body of case law that
governed the industry had no guiding
vision, Dar noted, and was “no different
than the Soviet Union” except that radicals
were shot in the Evil Empire and only hit
with compliance actions here.

When overseas producers tripled the
price of oil the consensus in Jimmy
Carter’s Washington was that the glory
days were gone — that Americans were
doomed to lead a “short, brutish and
uncomfortable life” as energy stocks
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dropped, Dar remarked.
Then Ronald Reagan declared that

“freedom works at every level for
everyone at every place,” Dar reminded,
and the rest is history.

The Reagan administration was easy
to work for, CAEM’s Ken Malloy noted,
because “when you got up in the morning
you knew exactly what the president
wanted” — the advantage of having an
ideologue running the government.

Reagan’s principles — freedom,
markets — were easy to grasp on every
issue, unlike the mystery of where George
Bush or Bill Clinton stood, Malloy added,
with the special knowledge that comes
from serving in all three administrations.

Reagan’s first action — to decontrol
wellhead prices — proved the point that
markets work.

His next — to open up the gas
industry — stepped on the toes of

stakeholders prepared to hire lawyers to
protect their entitlements.

LDCs, Dar recalled, liked being the
custodians of a unique and fragile
resource not to be trusted to the
marketplace.

LDCs fought against unbundled gas
sales to customers  predicting it would
lead to the toppling of the entire
entitlements system — ending “civilization
as we know it,” Dar quipped.

The opening of the energy markets
was the “triumph of a simple idea” that
worked, noted energy attorney Phil
Marston, who was one of the midwives of
open gas markets at FERC in the 1980s.

Dar sees it as the triumph of
economics over politics, noting that while
Washington may win over the people in the
short term, people win in the long term.

“It’s a lesson each generation has to
learn for itself,” Dar told RT.

7 stories in 2 minutes

CORRECTION:  We are told
EnergyWindow of Boulder, Colo, is
an independent consulting and
software firm and doesn’t belong to
McGraw-Hill as we had reported
(RT, 7/23) though McGraw-Hill’s
Platts teamed with the firm to
produce the white paper we
reported on.  The white paper
predicted where gas prices are
headed and offered advice on
buying strategies
(www.energywindow.com).

Schwarzenegger urges
power constraint:  California
Gov Arnold Schwarzenegger urged
residents and major power users to
heed a new alert system — to
immediately cut energy use on days
when supplies are tight.  Flex Your
Power Now members include the
ISO, California Energy Commission,
the PUC, Pacific Gas & Electric,
Southern California Edison and San
Diego Gas & Electric, the LADWP
and other municipal utilities and
private firms.

French win Microsoft
smart-home prize:  Four
students from EPITA University in
Paris — an information technology
(IT) school — beat over 10,000 other
students from 90 countries when they
won the year-long Microsoft Imagine
Cup 2004 technology competition for
software design July 6 in Sao Paulo,
Brazil — for designing a smart-home
technology that lets appliances
respond to commands and that boosts
security in homes and offices.  The
winning team combined Microsoft’s
.NET Framework with web
technology to create a system
allowing commands via smart-phone
or PDA and using the well-established
X10 protocol used in many smart-
home devices (www.3ie.org).

Fla co-op buys
budget software:  Calling itself
one of the largest electric co-ops in
the US, Clay Electric Co-op, in
Keystone Heights, Fla, said
yesterday it bought budget
management software from
Innoprise Software called Innoprise
Budget to replace a system that has
stopped meeting the co-op’s

FERC in New Orleans hears
Entergy, merchant generators

FERC looked seriously at Entergy’s
proposal to avoid an RTO but to allow
creation of an independent coordinator of
transmission.

Enetergy’s goal is to have independent
dispatch without losing its control over its
assets.  Sandra Hochstetter who chairs the
Arkansas PSC wants to get Entergy into
SPP as it moves along towards becoming
an RTO.

Entergy began the conference by
telling FERC it has no intention of joining
an RTO since it finds no support at the
state level for such a move.

Texas and Arkansas want Entergy to
join SPP.

Some believe FERC has the authority
to order Entergy into an RTO but Entergy
promises a long court battle should that
happen.

The bombshell?
Entergy admitted that if it stopped

calling on its older, oil and coal-fired

generation, the public would save.  If an
independent dispatcher allowed newer,
cleaner generation to get into the grid,
potentially $600 million would be saved by
the public.

Roughly 20% of Entergy’s fleet is
older units.

Hochstetter cited a Cambridge Energy
Research Associate’s study that showed
greater savings if $150 million were to be
invested in transmission upgrades that
would allow cheaper coal-fired power to
come in from the Midwest.

That was said to lead to $300 million
in savings.

Entergy has proposed too a weekly
power procurement (WPP) system a bit
like — but not really — an auction.

A merchant generation panel did not
favor the WPP.

Entergy suggested one path could be
using SPP as its transmission coordinator
but SPP didn’t like that idea at all.

FERC commitment on Edgar wins EPSA support
Merchant generators are disappointed that
FERC allowed Ameren to transfer two
generation plants from its unregulated
merchant power affiliate to Illinois utility
AmerenUE but praised FERC’s intent to
more closely watch future deals.

Utility companies all over the country
have been moving merchant plants back
into their utilities’ rate bases, EPSA’s Jack
Hawks told RT.

Hawks is vice president for public
affairs and planning at the IPP group.

Why?
Hawks cited three basic reasons,

including the meltdown of generation
prices in areas where plants were
overbuilt.

By transferring plants built by utilities’
generation affiliates, the companies would
be able to recover their investment and
profits from plants that didn’t meet their
expectations in the competitive
marketplace.

The transfers provide a “safety net,”
Hawks said, for some of those plants.

Utility companies too can escape
FERC litigation over the even-handedness
of their power RFPs — moving them
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back to state jurisdiction — by
transferring plants back into their
regulated businesses, Hawks added.

A third reason — utilities want to get
back into the regulated generation business
as they prepare for the next wave of
generation construction.

The transactions — transferring plants
into utilities’ rate bases — is more
common in the Southeast, Hawks said, a
region generally hostile to competitive
markets, but has happened elsewhere
including Oklahoma, California, Indiana,
Missouri, Utah and Illinois.

FERC’s announcement Wednesday
that it would apply a higher standard to
affiliate power purchase agreements and
intra-corporate asset transfers is a hopeful
sign, Hawks said.

Specifically, FERC will apply the
Edgar standard — based on a decade-old
FERC case — that calls for a multi-
pronged test that deals were chosen via
true, direct head-to-head competitions
yielding market-based prices, Nancy

Bagot, EPSA’s senior manager of policy,
told RT.

It’s good news for EPSA’s members
who have long sought a level playing field
when they compete with utilities self-build
plans and utilities’ affiliates for power
deals (RT, yesterday).

Bagot pointed out that FERC’s setting
out standards for contracts and asset
transfers was good for utility companies
as well since it would help avoid costly
litigation by creating a “safe harbor.”

Power supply auctions in New Jersey
and Maryland — where rules were
transparent and fair — have been
enormously successful, Hawks told RT,
because competing suppliers have
confidence in the process.

FERC’s announcement comes on top
of favorable developments elsewhere —
like California Gov Arnold
Schwarzenegger’s vow to improve the
state’s energy markets, Hawks noted.

EPSA members “will build where
demand is highest and generation is

needed,” Hawks noted, even if some
states or regions are more hospitable than
others.

Meanwhile Dynegy’s sale of Illinois
Power to Ameren leaped another hurdle
this week with FERC’s approval of the
$2.3 billion deal.

FERC approved too Illinois Power’s
membership in the Midwest ISO and a
two-year power buying pact for up to
2,800 mw of capacity and energy through
2006 — enough to serve about 70% of the
utility’s power needs.

The deal, likely to close by the end of
the year, still needs OKs from the Illinois
Commerce Commission and SEC.
Ameren is paying $400 million in cash
and assuming the IOU’s $1.8 billion in
debt.

changing business needs.  The new
program is “highly scalable,” web-
based and meant to streamline the
budget management processes of
utilities and government agencies, said
Innoprise.  The product is part of the
Bend, Ore, firm’s recently announced
financial management suite that has
financial, inventory, purchasing,
accounting, human resources, portfolio
management, payroll and business
planning modules.

Praxair adds two
hydrogen plants:  Praxair is
creating its own hydrogen economy.  It
added two  hydrogen plants in Texas
City and Port Arthur making 200 mcf/
day and boosting the firm’s potential
hydrogen output along the US Gulf
Coast by nearly 55%.  The firm
supplies oil refiners who use hydrogen
to produce cleaner burning fuels to
meet EPA’s tightening air pollution
curbs.  Praxair operates a 300-mile
hydrogen pipeline system -- the largest
in the world.  “We expect demand for
hydrogen to increase more than 20%/
year for the next several years as our
refining customers invest in new
processes,” the firm predicted.

Power, com firms
cooperate in Korea:  Korean

Continued ...
7 stories in 2 minutes

power and communications firms
teamed up to bring 14 mbps (14
megabytes/second) BPL to Malaysia by
the end of the month, reported InTech
— part of Maylasia’s The Star
newspaper.  Recent successful trials at
two universities were done by CPS
Mobile Technology — a joint venture
between local communications firm
Corporate Pacific Star Group (CPS),
South Korea-based information systems,
communication services provider and
equipment maker Korea Electric Power
Data Network (www.kdn.com/eng),
and Global Premier Asset Management,
the local unit of Korea Electric Data’s
marketing arm Global Premier Asset
Management Corp.

Kodak becomes utility:  New
York regulators OKd a plan by Eastman
Kodak to provide electric, gas and
steam utility service to businesses
buying property in its Rochester Kodak
Park industrial campus.  Kodak has
offered the services to tenants in the
past but needed permission to keep
doing it now that it is selling some of
the property as it is not a regulated
utility.  Approving the request “not only
reaffirms our continued support of
energy-related economic development
initiatives,” said PSC Chairman William
Flynn, “but also reflects our dedication
to encouraging companies to do
business in New York.”

New York county votes
10% wind requirement

Livingston County, NY — with a
population of 65,000 is in the western
Finger Lakes region — will get 10% of its
power from wind, claiming to be the first
county in the state to include a percentage
of wind in the power it buys.

The county voted unanimously July
14 to join 23 New York towns and villages
boosting the state’s green energy industry
by voluntarily buying wind power.

The accord is to buy from Rochester
Gas & Electric and Community Energy.

Is it really the first county?  Others
passed resolutions or said they planned to
buy various fractions of green power at
some point but Livingston believes it
signed the first deal.

“The supply of NewWind Energy
starts and ends right here in New York
State not halfway around the world,” said
Community Energy.

The firm’s marketing approach is
sensitive to state pride.  The power for
Livingston will come from the Fenner
Wind Project in Madison County with 20
1.5-mw turbines.
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